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Abstract
This study explores the impact of project work in order to propose it as a valid strategy for the
process of learning English as a foreign language with beginner learners at “Fundación Alianza
Social Educativa” (ASE). Data were gathered by means of a survey, stimulated recall, student
diary and reflective journal during four months. The research concludes that the main limitation
was that the learners did not have enough time to develop the projects since classes were just on
Saturdays. However, they expressed that learning English through project work was positive
since it gave them the opportunity to participate in an active way and learn in a cooperative way.
The results also evidenced that project work promote the development of values and qualities.
This helped them achieved a meaningful learning and be the center of the learning, which
generated a comfortable classroom environment.
Key words
Cooperative work, foreign language, learner-centeredness, meaningful learning, project work

Resumen
Este estudio explora el impacto del trabajo por proyectos para proponerlo como estrategia
válida para el proceso de aprendizaje de inglés como lengua extranjera con estudiantes
principiantes de la “Fundación Alianza Social Educativa” (ASE). Los datos fueron recolectados
por medio de una encuesta, recuerdo estimulado, diario del estudiante y diario reflexivo durante
cuatro meses. La investigación concluye que la principal limitación fue que los estudiantes no
tenían suficiente tiempo para desarrollar los proyectos debido a que las clases sólo eran los
sábados. Sin embargo, ellos expresaron que aprender inglés a través del trabajo por proyecto fue
positivo ya que les dio la oportunidad de participar de una manera activa y aprender de una
manera cooperativa. Los resultados también evidenciaron que el trabajo por proyectos promueve
el desarrollo de valores y cualidades. Esto los ayudo a lograr un aprendizaje significativo y ser el
centro del aprendizaje, lo que generó un ambiente cómodo en el salón de clases.
Palabras claves:
Trabajo cooperativo, lengua extranjera, estudiante centro del aprendizaje, aprendizaje
significativo, trabajo por proyectos
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Chapter One: Introduction
Statement of the problem
Nowadays, it is possible to evidence a problem in Colombian education due to the lack of
learners’ motivation in English language acquisition. This problem was evidenced by pre-service
teachers at the moment to confront their practicum at “Fundación Alianza Social Educativa”
(ASE) since some beginner learners showed disinterest in the class and the development of the
activities. Additionally, the pre-service teachers realized that the curriculum used at ASE was not
designed in detail. In particular because projects and activities proposed were not enough didactic
and need some improvement in terms of the content topics and the way of carrying out the
projects. As a result, teachers have the obligation to change this situation. In other words,
teachers should avoid “boring” contents and begin implementing a dynamic learning process,
where teachers can give learners meaningful tasks so beginner learners can develop their
communicative competence.
Due to this problematic, the researchers decided to observe the impact that project work had
on English learning process. With this methodology, teachers have the possibility to create and
design strategies that promote English learning and teaching in an effective way.
Justification
This study was carried out by four pre-service teachers from La Salle University in order to
meet beginner learners’ needs at “Fundación Alianza Social Educativa” (ASE). It aimed at
providing insights regarding that learners demanded for their English learning process to be
successful. To carry out this process, the researchers decided to use and implement project work
in order to show teacher a different way to teach English.
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Additionally, the researchers wanted to observe the impact that project work had on the
learning process. Also, the researchers wanted to implement this methodology in order to
improve the quality of the instructional units established in the ASE curriculum. Finally, the
researchers wanted to design some specific projects that helped strengthen the teaching and
learning of basic courses at ASE.
Background of the study
Project work is the underpinning of this study and was based on some authors who wrote
about it. According to Fried-Booth (2002), these “tasks give participants the chance to
improve their competence in the four skills as well as in useful areas such as giving
presentations, making a video, and producing reports and articles”(p. 130). A way to do it is
to implement project work in the classroom because, according to Hedge (1993), this work is
a special way of organizing learning characterized by active discussion and writing processes
in group-based course.
In addition, Dewey (1903) proved that by using concrete experiences, the student could
give active answers and achieved learning through projects. Furthermore, Hutchinson (1991)
discussed about the benefits that projects bring and how they can be introduced in the
classroom. Moreover, Phillips, Burswood, and Dunford (1999) suggested that project work
goes hand in hand with development of study skills, which can help children become better
and more autonomous learners.
Finally, there are some previous studies that developed the methodology of project work.
For instance, Toro (2007) claimed that is possible to use project work in Colombia to develop
knowledge in learners. On the other hand, Torres (2008) suggested that teaching and learning
projects is an authentic instructional model where projects are planned, implemented and
evaluated in search of an application in a real world. Also, Caceres and Unigarro (2007)
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stated that project work increases the learners’ potential because they can explore, investigate,
and create a product involving real life.
Research question
How does project work impact the English learning process of beginner learners at
“Fundación Alianza Social Educativa” (ASE)?
Objectives
Main objective
To determine the impact that the implementation of project work has on the English
learning process of beginner learners at “Fundación Alianza Social Educativa” (ASE)
Secondary objectives
To study project work through the use of cooperative work, meaningful learning and
learner-centeredness at ASE.
To identify the influence of project work on beginner learners’ learning strategies at ASE.
Scope and limitations
During the development of the study, the researchers had to make some changes because
they did not have the same population during the process. Additionally, ASE could not
guarantee them the location, place and materials to develop the project work. Also, not all the
chosen participants could help the researchers with data collection and as a result, the
researchers used just a part of the population. Another limitation in this study was time,
because learners did not have enough time to develop the projects. Finally, learners did not
have the same level of English, which generated some tensions and difficulties at the moment
of doing the projects.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
This study looked into using project work in English learning processes and it sought to
identify the impact that this implementation could have on beginner learners at “Fundación
Alianza Social Educativa” (ASE). It was necessary to offer learners at ASE another
possibility of learning where they built their own knowledge, ideas, perceptions and feelings
in the context of their daily lives. This chapter, accordingly, presents the history of project
work. Then it shows the definition of project work, its features and benefits. After
identifying all aspects of project work, the researchers examine three main concepts:
cooperative work, meaningful learning and learner-centeredness, which are immersed in
project work.

This chapter also describes relevant aspects about beginner learners and

multilevel classes, important issues in the population of this study. Finally, some previous
research related to this study are presented.
Theoretical framework
History of project work. Project work has been known in education since the beginning
of the 20th century. The first authors to document this in America were John Dewey and
William Kilpatrick. Dewey (1903) suggested that the key of pedagogy consists of giving
children real experiences about problematic situations. He also maintained that education is
the reconstruction of experience because when learners construct an experience, they acquire
new knowledge, which is useful for their learning. Similarly, Kilpatrick (1918) stated that
project work should be based on activities that are present in learners’ life.
Dewey and Kilpatrick proposed strategies based on the construction of knowledge from
learners’ experiences, which were shown through projects. Their ideologies developed into
cognitive and social constructivism. Cognitive constructivism was developed through
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Piaget’s knowledge theory (1950). Piaget suggested that “knowledge is the product of an
indissociable collaboration between experience and deduction” (p.15).
On the other hand, social constructivism (Vigostky’s theory, 1978) proposed the
construction of knowledge through social interaction with other people. This construction is
regulated by two important aspects. The first one is the zone of proximal development, which
refers to the differences between what children can solve in an independent way and what
children are able to do with the guidance of an adult. The second one is Scaffolding, that is,
the level of support children need in order to do tasks successfully.
Since project work is such a big theme which covers many other concepts, it is necessary
to clarify some definitions related to it. See section below.
Theoretical bases. In order to implement the methodology of project work, it was
essential to know some of its theoretical bases. One of them is provided by Hutchinson
(1991), "A project is an extended piece of work on a particular topic where the content and
the presentation are determined principally by the learners" (p. 10). For his part, Toro (2007)
maintained that project work is a commitment to encouraging meaningful learning, where
learners have the possibility of learning about interesting topics. Besides, project work
promotes learners’ participation in the real world outside of the classroom.
After checking some of the theoretical bases of project work, the most complete
definition seems to be Hedge’s proposal (1993). To him, project work is an extended task
which usually integrates language skills work through a number of activities. These activities
are combined towards an agreed goal and may include gathering information from reading,
listening, interviewing (p.276).
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Features. After reviewing different authors (Burswood, Dunford and Phillips 1999;
Hutchinson 1991; Stoller 1997 and Toro 2007), it is possible to characterize project work as
follows:


It is creative because each project is a unique and personal experience.



It is an adaptable methodology since it can be used at any level and age.



It is an approach to content learning that considers the real world as a target.



It promotes cooperative work in learners since they exchange ideas in groups.



It is an excellent way to develop motivation, autonomy, authenticity, confidence and
responsibility.



It improves language skills, content learning and cognitive abilities.



It can be used to express ideas, feelings and emotions in the learning of a language.



It finishes with a product that can be shared with the educational community.

Advantages. It is essential to recognize some advantages of project work so teachers can
strive to enhance them in order to help learners improve their English learning process.
Hutchinson (1991) identified several advantages. (See table 2.1).
Table 2.1
Advantages of project work
 It is motivational because it seeks success in language learning.
 It is relevant because it involves learners’ world and it demands real context and
interests.
 It is meaningful because learners can write about their own lives, families, cities,
dreams, fantasies, interests, etc.
 It is active and learner-centered because it promotes “learning by doing”.
Learners are not just receiving and producing words. In other words, they are
collecting information, drawing pictures, doing maps, diagrams, charts, cutting
out pictures, arranging text, visuals and coloring.
Note. Adapted from Hutchinson (1991)
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Basic aspects of project work
When doing project work, three important aspects need to be considered: cooperative
work, meaningful learning and learner-centeredness. These aspects are also useful in the
development of this research study; particularly for the analysis of the data collected through
the instruments. See information bellow.
Cooperative work. Richards and Rodgers (2001) explained that cooperative learning is
an approach to teaching that consists of the use of cooperation in activities through pairs and
small groups of learners in the classroom. To them, learning depended on the socially
structured exchange of information between what learners do in groups and what each leaner
is responsible with regard to his or her own learning. In other words, cooperative work means
interacting with others to accomplish shared goals.
According to Johnson, Johnson and Holubec (as cited in Richards and Rodgers, 2001) and
McGroarty (as cited in Richards and Rodgers, 2001), cooperative learning classrooms offer
different advantages to ESL/ EFL learners, some of them are:


Raising the achievement of all kind of learners.



Helping the teacher construct positive relationship among learners into the classroom.



Promoting learner motivation and reducing learner stress creating positive learning
spaces



Increasing frequency and variety of language practice through integration.



Making possible the development or use of language in ways that support cognitive
development and increase language skills.



Learners assume an active role in their learning.
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With regards to role, Richards and Rodgers (2001) stated that the learner is mainly a
member of a group. As a group member, the learner must work collaboratively on tasks with
other group members. Learners also must learn teamwork skills and develop self-direction in
their own learning. Finally, they need to learn how to plan, monitor, and evaluate their own
learning.
Additionally, McGroarty (as cited in Richards and Rodgers, 2001) suggested that with
cooperative learning teachers can develop cooperative projects where learners select topics,
resources and discovery learning. As a result, cooperative learning helps project work to
construct positive interdependence because, as Tuan (2010) explained, each member’s effort
in the group is always important since they all have different roles and responsibilities for a
part of the task. The success of the group depends on the contributions of every member.
Meaningful learning is another concept that needs to be approached when studying project
work. See section below.
Meaningful learning. Ausubel (1968) claimed that meaningful learning is the process of
learning new information relating ideas or previous knowledge. In order to make learning
meaningful, explained Ausubel, teachers must change their roles from being the center to
being a guide, since learners must learn from thinking about what they are doing. Thus, the
teachers’ role must center on creating stimulating and supporting tasks that engage learners in
thinking.
To Jonassen, Peck and Wilson (as cited in Dale, 2008, p. 128), meaningful learning
contains eight primary attributes:
 Active (manipulative): it involves interacting with the environment and manipulating
objects.
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 Constructive and reflective: it demands reflection and observation in order to have an
enriching experience.
 Intentional: learners are able to articulate their own learning goals and monitor their
own progress.
 Authentic (complex and contextual): it encourages learners to transfer knowledge to
new situations or real life.
 Cooperative (collaborative and conversational): it pushes learners to work in a
community where there are numerous ways to view the world and to solve problems.
Finally, project work involves discussing what learner-centeredness is. See next section.
Learner-centeredness. Cannon (2000) posited that learner-centered learning describes
the learners’ responsibility for activities such as planning learning; interacting with teachers
and others, seeking information and evaluating their own learning. An additional idea about
learner-centered learning is the one displayed by Thamraksa (2003) who explained that
learner-centered learning is a stage where learners are placed in the nucleus of the learning
process. To this author, learners’ needs, opinions, backgrounds, and goals need to be
acknowledged and incorporated within the learning environment.
In learner-centeredness, teachers are simply a facilitator, who allows learners to have the
opportunity to learn or make their own decisions. In a learner-centered class, learners do not
wait for instructions, corrections and advice from their teacher all the time. In addition, Jones
(2007) explained learners communicate and they value the contributions of others. When
learners have a difficulty or question, they try to solve the problem among themselves before
seeking the help of the teacher.
On the other hand, according to Thamraksa (2003), it is possible to characterize learnercenteredness as a teaching perspective in which:
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The focus is on active learning. This learning involves using an integrated approach to
connect new learning to prior learning, stimulate interest and relevance, provide learner
choice and control and adjust activities to individual developmental differences.



Knowledge is constructed through authentic learning because it is learnt in a real
context. In other words, it links learning experiences to real world situations.



Learners are active participants in the learning process rather than passive recipients.
They have opportunities and responsibilities to identify and self-direct their own
learning needs, locate learning resources, and construct their own knowledge based on
those needs.



Class activities and projects are arranged differently to allow learners a variety of
choices to select according to their needs.



The classroom environment is designed in such a way that learning may take place
anywhere, at any time, in many forms and by diverse means.



Learners are motivated more intrinsically (self-motivation) than extrinsically (external
motivation).

Another aspect that the researchers took into account when working with project work is
the learner’s language level. In this study, the researchers worked with beginners. See
information below.
Beginners
Definition. Harmer (1998) stated that a beginner does not know much English, but at this
level success is easy to see. To him, beginner learners can understand simple language, but
teachers must exaggerate their voice tone and gestures to make things understandable. In
general, a beginner learner is able to understand and use daily expressions and basic phrases
in order to satisfy immediate needs.
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On the other hand, Grundy (1994) explained that the term beginner has such a wide
connotation that it is often helpful to think in terms of categories of beginners. This
perspective implies that teachers should not only be focused on the amount of contents
learners understand, but also on recognizing the level of language knowledge that learners
have.
Types. Jones (2007) identified two types of beginners: the false beginner and the absolute
beginner. The false beginner is characterized as learners who have studied some English at
some point in their life. They have studied English in their schools and in their homes and
teachers can assume that this kind of learner will understand some simple topics of English.
On the other hand, the absolute beginner is a learner who has not had contact with English at
all. This means they come to class without any previous knowledge.
Similarly, Ioannou-Georgiou and Pavlou (2003) suggested that there are three sub-groups
of beginners: complete beginners, false beginners and advanced beginners. Complete
beginners are learners with no knowledge of English. False beginners have acquired some
type of knowledge, but not necessarily through lessons. They know common expressions
such as Hello!, Thank you, etcetera. Finally, advanced beginners are learners who have had
on equivalent of 80-100 hours of instruction; they can be expected to know contents such as
colors, numbers, days of the week, animals, food items and the verb to be.
Teaching beginning levels. According to Brown (2007), teaching beginners is considered
the most demanding level of language instruction. Besides, it is “the most tangibly rewarding
level for a teacher because the growth of learners’ proficiency is apparent in a matter of a few
weeks” (p. 112). Another aspect for teaching at this level is to remember that learners’
capacity in the four skills is limited. As a result, teachers must present material in simple
segments.
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To Brown, there are some factors that teachers should take into account when working
with beginners. These factors are:
 The role of the teacher: beginner learners depend on the teacher to understand the
language. As a result, teachers must help the learners when they ask and comment on
the topic.
 Teacher talk: English teachers need to talk clearly and in an articulate way in order to
facilitate learners’ comprehension.
 Authenticity of language: English teachers must use real contents and useful
expressions taking into account that, in this level, learners tend to use phases and short
sentences.
 Learner creativity: at first, learners do not have much innovation and initiative. But,
as time passes and classes progress, they have more language under their control.
Although most learners were beginners at ASE, classrooms were filled with diversity.
There was a big difference in ages and background of the learners. Therefore, it was
necessary to understand what multilevel classes are. See next section.
Multilevel Classes
Definitions. Hess (2001) defined multilevel classes as classes that have been grouped
according to different criteria as age, without considering the language ability. Moreover,
Benwell (2008) suggested that a multi-level class is varied because there are learners who
communicate in different ways, but with a similar level. A class may also be considered
multi-level because it includes learners with different types of learning backgrounds in the
foreign language. Besides, Richards, Barbisan, Sandy and Rivers (2004) stated that teachers
need to consider different ways of approaching language learning taking into account
learners’ abilities to learn English.
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Conceptual framework
Based on the theoretical framework, this study largely assumes that project work is a
methodology which English teachers can use in their classes in order to improve language
learning through activities based on learners’ needs, interest and context. This methodology
can be useful with beginner learners who can benefit greatly from basic aspects of project
work such as cooperative work, meaningful learning and learner- centeredness. Project work
can, then help beginner learners share ideas, goals, and opinions, interact and provide
feedback among them. Besides, it can activate learners’ previous knowledge and it can help
place learners in the center of the learning process.
The conceptual framework of this study is largely supported by Fried-Booth (2002), who
mentioned that project work is based on the learner-centered since it is determined by the
need to create an end-product. To her, it provides itself to many different approaches in a
diversity of teaching situations. Additionally, it is important to recognize that Fried-Booth
highlighted the three important categories (cooperative work, meaningful learning and
learner-centeredness) in her theory about project work. In brief, project work allows teachers
to facilitate and or increase learning experiences, authentic language and informal learning.
Fried-Booth encourages teachers to use project work because it can be adapted to different
teaching situations and it can fit real life, context. When designing projects, teachers need to
take into account different aspects. Some of them are:
The learners’ level of language because depending on that the teacher has to adapt the
project.
The age range because it may be necessary to implement different didactics.
Time is important because it is necessary to determine how long the projects are.
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The general aims of the project so teachers and students know what skills and strategies
to work on.
The resources because it is important to know what materials learners need in order to
carry out the project.
The requirements of the project need to be established so teachers know what they need
to explain and how to overcome possible problems.
Student preparation needs to be determined so learners can prepare and do projects
taking into account previous knowledge.

Previous Research

In Learning projects: A multiple way to stimulate knowledge and skills in the foreign
language, Torres (2008) suggested that project work can be used as a set of pedagogical,
didactic and methodological strategies focused primarily on the learner. In this research,
Torres linked project work with multiple intelligences in order to promote meaningful
learning in English and to enhance learners’ abilities. Moreover, she stressed the importance
of giving learners an active role in each stage of a project, which should be applied in a real
situation beyond the classroom.
In his 2007 study, Increasing EFL learners’ responsibility with learning activities through
project work, Toro showed how responsibility can increase when implementing project work
in English classes in a public school. At the end of his research, he found that project work
results in more positive attitudes and behaviors. Besides, Toro (2007) explained that is
important to use real life for learners to construct knowledge. Finally, he suggested that is
possible and advisable to use project work in Colombia.
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In Analysis of children's English language learning evidence when engaging in project
work, Caceres and Unigarro (2007) analyzed project work applied in learners from fifth grade
at Liceo Femenino Mercedes Nariño and Gustavo Restrepo. In this research, the learners had
the opportunity to increase their potential because they explored, investigated, and created.
On the other hand, Caceres and Unigarro found that learners’ behavior and oral production
improved as a result of implementing project work. Finally, these authors recommended
taking into account their learners’ needs, likes and expectations in order to engage them in the
project.
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Chapter Three: Research Methodology
This chapter describes the research paradigm and research method of this study. After that,
it presents the place, location, characteristics and advantages of the population and discusses
the sampling strategy that the researchers selected for the data collection process. Moreover,
this chapter describes the instructional design, which contains project work activities to
promote successful English learning. As well, this chapter explains the process of data
collection including the appropriate instruments selected and designed by the researchers for
this study. Finally, the chapter discusses about trustworthiness and ethical considerations.
Research design
The researchers sought to find relevant descriptions and interpretations of the issue at
hand: project work. They wanted to make sense of the behaviors and meanings that emerge
when teachers and learners focus on cooperative work, meaningful learning and learnercenteredness. Concretely, in this study, the researchers focused on socio-critical paradigm
because the researchers aimed to transform the structure of social relationships using project
work. As a result, the method for this research was action research because with it the
researchers wanted to transform actions and practices in the context of their own classes. See
section below.
Socio-Critical Paradigm. The researchers followed the socio critical paradigm because
as McLaren and Giarelli (1995) mentioned, it helps researchers to interpret and criticize
reality. In terms of education, the researchers found that Carr and Kemmis (1988) argued that
socio critical paradigm is the transformation of the educational practices, educational
understandings and educational values. This transformation also impacts the people that
intervene in the process, as well as the social and institutional structures that define the acts of
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such people. In that sense, the social critical paradigm is not simply research about of
education but, in and for education.
Action Research. The methodology that the researchers used was action research.
According to Nunan (1992), “action research is a form of self-reflective inquiry carried out by
practitioners, aimed at solving problems, improving practice, or enhancing understanding”
(p.229). It is often collaborative. Moreover, Wallace (1998) maintained that “action research
is a method of professional self-development, which involves the systematic collection and
analysis of data related to practice” (p. 255). Action research, in this way, provides an
effective method for improving professional action.
Concretely, with the application of action research, the researchers sought to improve the
learning-teaching situation through the use of project work with beginner learners at ASE. As
a result of that purpose, the researchers followed the steps suggested by Nunan (1992), in
order to systematize the process of the research in an appropriate way. Those steps were
sequenced as follows:


Initiation: the researchers had direct access to the context they wished to inquire.



Preliminary investigation: the researchers observed some learners’ difficulties during
their English learning process.



Research question: after observation, the researchers identified some relevant aspects in
the classroom and as a result they formulated a research question.



Intervention: the researchers applied an intervention base on theory (Learning English
through project work) and then they created instruments in order to gather information
about the impact of that intervention. (Journals, surveys and stimulate recall)



Evaluation: the researchers analyzed the data collected during several weeks.
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Dissemination: the researchers presented a formal paper with the results of the study.



Follow-up: according to the results, the researchers determined alternatives for
improvement.

Research Population and sampling
The researchers collected data at “Fundación Alianza Social Educativa” (ASE) located in
Quirigua neighborhood. The participants in this study were teen learners from Basic I and
Basic II. They had English class on Saturdays from nine o’clock to half past twelve. See
more information below.
Research Setting. ASE is a Colombian non-profit institution. It offers people the
opportunity to study different courses at affordable prices in order to improve their quality of
life through comprehensive training focused on human values, participation and community
development. In this study, the researchers gathered data at José Asunción Silva Public
School. This school has an appropriate learning space because the classrooms are
comfortable and have good lighting. Moreover, it has a playground that promotes different
physical activities. Although the school is suitable for the learning process, it is necessary to
say that the resources offered by the foundation are not enough.
Population. The population was varied because learners come from different social
strata. The range of age was wide since the foundation offers courses to children, teenagers
and adults. For this study, the target population was teen learners from twelve to sixteen
years old. They were in Basic I and Basic II according to the curriculum of ASE. Most of the
learners were from sixth to eleventh grades.
Sampling. According to Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2007) “sampling arises directly
out the issue of defining the population on which the research will focus” (p.100). They
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proposed two kinds of sampling which are probability and non-probability sample. In
addition, Johnson and Christensen (2010) affirmed that sampling is the procedure of drawing
a sample from a population, in order to recognize the characteristics of a specific group.
For the sample, the researchers chose quota sampling; a type of non- probability sample.
Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2007) suggested that “non- probability sample derives from
the researcher targeting a particular group, in the full knowledge that it does not necessarily
represent the wider population” (p.113). However, the quota sample strived to represent
significant characteristics of the wide population. As a result, the researchers selected 20% of
total learners of Basic I and Basic II- teenagers from twelve to sixteen years old. (See table
3.1).
Table 3.1
Sample for the study
LEVEL

TOTAL LEARNERS

SAMPLE (20% Of learners)

Basic I Teenagers
Basic II Teenagers

45
35
Total Sample

9
6
15

Instructional Design
In order to help teachers and learners worked with project work in a systematic and
consistent way, the researchers created, applied and evaluated an instructional design based
on the activation of previous knowledge, the demonstration and application of skills and the
involvement of learners’ context and real life. This design also aimed at developing
motivation, autonomy and responsibility. In the end, the instructional design presented a
series of task in order to integrate language skills through a number of activities that promoted
cooperative work, meaningful learning and learner-centeredness. It also sought to encourage
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group interaction, learning authenticity and active participation, which are important features
to construct meaningful knowledge.
Approach. The activities proposed in the instructional design took into account the taskbased approach. According to Brown (2007), task- based approach consists on a whole of
communicative tasks that have relation with the curricular goals. It organizes a course around
tasks that learners should be able to use in the real world.
Instructional Objectives.
Main Objective.
To enhance learners’ communicative competence through the elaboration of different
projects linked to real contexts.
Secondary objectives.
1

To encourage cooperative work in each project.

2

To improve learners’ language skills, content learning and cognitive abilities.

3

To implement activities in order to develop meaningful learning and learner-centeredness
through project work.
Activities. The researchers used a variety of meaningful tasks and activities, in order to

create a project for promoting successful learning, since the projects involved learners in an
authentic learning experience integrating the four skills. According to Fried-Booth (2002),
learners need to work on topics of interest to them and use language for a specific purpose,
with a particular aim in mind. The researchers designed six projects taking into account
Fried-Booth`s (2002) steps to do project work.
The six projects were developed according to the learners’ level. In basic I, the learners had to
develop three projects during four months. The first project was “A very important person”.
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In this project, the learners had to describe an important person using verb to be and personal
information. The second was “A family schedule” where they had to choose a special day of
the year and describe their daily routines using frequency adverbs and present simple. The
last project was “Knowing Colombia”, in which learners had to select a city of Colombia and
describe the weather, typical food and clothes in order to create a brochure.
On the other hand, in basic II learners had to develop three projects during four months, as
well. The first project was Festival fool, where the learners had the opportunity to write a
recipe using countable and uncountable nouns and quantifiers. The second project consisted
of writing a newsletter “our memories” where learners involved their memory and previous
experiences using past simple tense. The last project was Electoral day in my school, in this
project learners simulated a real situation about election in a school.
(See appendix A).
Data collection
The six activities described before helped the researchers collect relevant information
about the impact of project work on beginner learners. According to Freeman (1998), “data
collection is gathering information that relates to one´s inquiry. Information that one believes
will respond to one´s research question” (p. 90). To him, the data are not answers to the
research question. Instead, they are the raw material out of which responses to one´s question
will probably emerge. At the moment of designing the instruments for collecting data, the
researchers identified and selected cooperative work, meaningful learning and learnercenteredness as categories of project work. The features of these categories emerged from a
careful review of the literature. (See table 3.2 below).
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Table 3.2
Categories for data collection and analysis

The features of the three categories mentioned in table 3.2 were used in the instruments in
order to identify how project work seemed to improve English learning process. When
planning this collection of data, it was necessary to determine dates in order to document the
information and analyze it progressively. Therefore, the researchers created the following
timetable/schedule. (See table 3.3).
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Table 3.3
Data collection and data analysis timetable /schedule

Data Collection instruments
As instruments of data collection for the study LEARNING ENGLISH THROUGH
PROJECT WORK WITH BEGINNER LEARNERS AT FUNDACIÓN ALIANZA SOCIAL
EDUCATIVA (ASE), the researchers applied two types of data collection techniques: nonobservational and observational. Non-observational techniques allow the researchers to gather
qualitative data. Burns (1999) mentioned that the non-observational technique is essentially
introspective; that is personal and individual. Through the use of instruments such as teacher
reflective journals, student diaries, and student surveys, the researchers could collect
information about learners’ reactions, feelings, learning, behavior, interaction and
expressions.
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On the other hand, observational techniques, according to Burns (1999), permit to the
researchers to search realities of practical situations without the intervention in the classroom
context. Within this study, the researchers applied stimulated recall, where the researchers
could activate the learner’s memory through photographs in order to gather information about
reactions and feelings related to the development of the project. See a detailed discussion of
the instruments below.
Reflective Journal. According to Freeman (1998), “journals are regular dated accounts of
teaching or learning plans, activities and classroom occurrences, including personal
philosophies, feelings, reactions, reflections, observations and explanations” (p.93). Besides,
Burns (2010) indicated that a journal is a tool that is used in action research to gather the
learners’ level of stress, learners’ integration, learners’ activation of the previous knowledge,
learners’ interest, learners’ events, reflections and beliefs in the classroom.
According to these definitions, the researchers used reflective journal as an instrument to
register classroom events, thoughts and reflections related to cooperative work, meaningful
learning and learner-centeredness. This information allowed analyzing the development and
the impact of the projects. The form designed contains four columns. The first one had the
categories explained previously (cooperative work, meaningful learning and learnercenteredness), the second one had sub-categories related to the categories, which were
analyzed by the researchers, and the third one is factual observation where the researchers
could write the actions or events that happened at the moment of doing the activity. The last
column was reflection, where the researchers wrote their considerations about the factual
observations. The researchers used the reflective journal during each project work. (See
diary form in appendix B).
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Student Diaries. The researchers implemented student diaries because, as Ellis (1989)
and Tyacke and Mendelsohn (as cited in Bailey & Nunan, 1996) maintained, they usually
encourage learners’ interest, promote their involvement in the learning process and increase
their motivation and autonomy. On the other hand, Bailey (as cited in Richards & Nunan,
1990) proposed the following features that the researchers took into account:
 Diaries are introspective tools in language research.
 Learners can articulate problems they are having with course content and therefore get
help.
 Diaries promote autonomous learning encouraging learners to take responsibility for
their own learning.
 Keeping diaries can lead to more productive class discussion.

In this study, learners wrote their diaries and they were filled out at the end of all process.
In these diaries, they showed their opinions, feelings, emotions, thought about the all projects.
These students’ diaries were useful to the researchers because through them, they could know
how projects facilitated cooperative work, meaningful learning and learner-centeredness.
Essentially, the diary’s purpose was to know the learners’ experiences of their English
learning process through project work. Concretely, it had three columns: the first one had
sub-categories related to cooperative work, meaningful learning and learner-centeredness.
Besides, the learner had the possibility to mention other aspects he feels important. In the
second column, learners could answer the question: what category do you believe is the most
important/ relevant meaningful? The last column invited the learners to write their reflections,
opinions or points of view about the activity done. (See diary form in appendix C).
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Survey. The researchers also used surveys because, as Freeman (1998) affirmed, they
allow answering different questions focusing on a particular topic or area. The questions used
in this research were ranked questions, because each question was categorized in the
categories. Besides, the surveys included questions of personal opinion that give additional
information to the researchers.

As for surveys, Burns (2010) proposed that they can yield three types of information:
factual or demographic, behavioral and attitudinal. Factual or demographic information
illustrates the interviewees’ background and experiences. On the other hand, behavioral
information consists of what learners do, or did in the past. Finally, attitudinal
information deals with student’s attitudes, opinions, beliefs, interest and values.

The researcher designed the surveys considering some steps suggested by Floyd
(2009). (See figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1. Steps to design a survey. (Froyd, 2009).

Moreover, Dörnyei and Taguchi (2010) affirmed that surveys should have the
following parts:
 Title: it is important to know the topic and introduce the person to the questions.
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 Instructions: they are the steps that the person has to follow give answer and there are
two kinds of instructions:


General instructions: the general steps for the entire survey.



Specific instructions that explain how to answer the questions.



Survey items: they are the central parts of the questions.



Final “thank you”. It is basic courtesy at the end of the survey.

The form designed had an appropriate instruction. It read: please, select with (X) the three
options which you agree with. Then, number the options selected from 1 to 3, being 3 the
most important. After that, the survey presented three basic questions related to categories
mentioned in the table 3.2. Each question had an option where the learners could express their
comments. These surveys helped the researchers better understand learners’ conception,
experiences, expectations and

opinions about learning English through project work. (See survey

in appendix D).
Stimulated recall. According to Gass and Mackey (2000), “stimulated recall is conducted
using a stimulus. For example, learners may be shown a videotape so that they can watch
themselves carrying out the original task in order to reveal or reflect about their thought
processes at the time” (p.53). Also, learners can be given one of their written products in the
foreign language so that they can comment on their linguistic revision, motivation and
thought processes along the way. Besides, according to Freeman (1998), “stimulated recall
provides the use of previously recorded or transcribed data to prompt responses from
participants on actions, feelings, thoughts, attitudes, beliefs, following events or activities”.
(p.94)
The researchers implemented stimulated recall through photographs in order to identify
relevant events, emotions, gestures, actions and interactions. The researchers elaborated a
guide related to the three categories (cooperative work, meaningful learning and learner-
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centeredness). Then, the researchers presented some photographs to learners. After that, the
researchers asked some questions and finally they collected learners’ reactions and memories
about the projects. (See stimulated recall in appendix E).
Trustworthiness
In order to guarantee the plausibility, credibility and integrity of the data collection
process, the researchers resorted to triangulation. According to Lincoln and Guba (1985),
triangulation “is the use of different sources, methods, theories in order to interpret in an easy
way the phenomena” (p.305). This study strived to collect rich and in-depth data through
several instruments: reflective journal, student diary, survey and stimulated recall.
Additionally, this study strived to work on validity. Johnson (1997) maintained that there
are three types of validity. They are:


Descriptive validity: it is the precision in the report of the information collected from the
researchers.



Interpretative validity: it is the way how researchers understand and report the information
collected from the participants’ viewpoints, thoughts, intentions and experiences.



Theoretical validity: it arises from theoretical explanations developed from a research
study that fit the data. In other words, the research is credible and defensible.
In order to strengthen validity and trustworthiness, the researchers used some of the 13

strategies proposed by Johnson (1997). (See table 3.4).
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Table 3.4
Strategies used to promote qualitative research validity. (Johnson, 1997)

Strategy

Description

Extended fieldwork

When possible, researchers should collect data
in the field over an extended period of time.

Triangulation

"Cross-checking" information and conclusions
through the use of multiple procedures of
sources. Using different procedures or sources
helps researchers achieve "corroboration."

Data triangulation

The use of multiple data sources to better
understand a phenomenon.

Methods triangulation

The use of multiple research methods to study a
phenomenon.

Theory triangulation

The use of multiple theories and perspectives to
help interpret and explain the data.

Reflexivity

This involves self-awareness and "critical selfreflection" by the researcher on his or her
potential biases and predispositions as these
may affect the research process and
conclusions.

Ethical Considerations
According to Burns (1999), “ethical considerations are an important part of any research
enterprise” (p.70). In this case, the study arose from the observation made by the researchers
at Fundación Alianza Social Educativa in Fe y Algeria School. The researchers were in their
pedagogical practicum and they observed that learners needed different ways to learn. As a
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result, the researchers proposed to use project work as a way to improve English learning at
ASE.
In order to have an appropriate and beneficial study, the researchers searched information
about the theory of project work and how this approach works. After that, the researchers
suggested some projects that the learners could develop during the semester at José Asunción
Silva Public School. Before applying the instruments for data collection, the researchers
explained learners the objectives and the purpose of the research. In addition, the researchers
asked the consent from both learners and their parents in order to keep and answer to diaries,
surveys and stimulated recall.
The researchers also considered learners’ privacy and anonymity. To do so, the
photographs taken in this study were exclusively used for data analysis. On the other hand,
the researchers guaranteed the privacy of the learners’ personal information and thoughts.
Finally, the researchers quoted respectfully learners’ ideas and reflections gathered in the
instruments.
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Chapter Four: Data Analysis
According to Blaxter, Hughes and Tight (2006), analysis requires a rigorous process, with
data that has been gathered and managed. Therefore, in this chapter, the researchers present
the results and findings that emerged from the analysis of information gathered by means of
surveys, stimulated recalls and student diaries. These instruments were applied to the learners
and they were complemented with information from reflective journals filled by the
researchers at “Fundación Alianza Social Educativa” (ASE). Next, the researchers explain
how they used different techniques of analysis with the instruments according to their
qualitative or quantitative nature. After that, the researches describe the results from each
instrument in order to find patterns or trends. Finally, in this chapter, the researchers interpret
the results taking into account relevant theory and previous studies.
Overall Data analysis
For the overall analysis of this study, it is important to contextualize the research design.
First, the researchers adopted the socio critical paradigm because, as McLaren and Giarelli
(1995) mentioned, it helps researchers to interpret and criticize reality. In addition, Carr and
Kemmis (1988) argued that socio critical paradigm transforms the educative praxis in order to
improve the education and the social relationship. Second, the researchers followed action
research because, as Nunan (1992) explained, it is a form of self-reflective inquiry, aimed at
improving practice and enhancing understanding. Due to its practical and context-sensitive
aims, Nunan claimed that this type of research is significant in language education. Within
the context of this study, the researchers decided to use five steps suggested by Burns (1999)
to triangulate and analyze the collected data. The first step is assembling the data, which
consists of joining all information collected during a period of time. The second step is
coding the data, which consists of categorizing all information collected in order to identify
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patterns and reduce all information creating codes. The third step is comparing the data,
which involves making comparisons among the information collected by the instruments. At
this step, the researchers analyzed the instruments separately in order to identify codes and
relationships among sub-categories. Then, the researchers analyzed the instruments
collectively in order to compare and connect the information given by each instrument,
identify relationships in the responses and note important occurrences and sequences. The
fourth step is building interpretations, which involves reflection beyond the immediate surface
details. The last step is reporting the outcomes in a formal report where the researchers
explain the results of their study. (See figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1. Five steps to triangulate and analyze information (Burns, 1999).
In order to carry out the five steps proposed by Burns (1999), the researchers applied,
gathered, analyzed and presented the information and results in the following way. (See table
4.1).
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Table 4.1
Global analysis made for the researchers, following Burns´ (1999) proposal

Step

Process

Assembling the

The researchers gathered the data through surveys, stimulated recalls,

data

student diaries and reflective journals. After that, the researchers checked
them in order to find broad patterns and trends.

Coding the data

The researchers divided the instruments into quantitative and qualitative.
In terms of quantitative instruments (surveys), the researchers applied
descriptive statistic. As for in qualitative instruments (stimulated recalls,
student diaries and reflective journals), the researchers applied thematic
analysis.

Comparing the

Initially, the researchers made a separate analysis (each category in each

data

instrument) and then a collective analysis (each category in all
instruments.)

Building

The researchers made a deep analysis trying to identify the factors that

interpretations

influenced the different patterns and trends presented in each of the
instruments in order to represent a solid interpretation.

Reporting the
outcomes

The researchers reported the conclusions that emerged from the findings
of the analysis and answered the research question.
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Instrument analysis
After considering the steps proposed by Burns (1999), the researchers noticed that for the
second step, coding the data, it was necessary to triangulate the information collected.
Freeman (1998) maintained triangulation includes numerous sources of information on a
specific phenomenon in order to get balance of the data. As a result, the researchers used data
triangulation since, according to Denzin (1970), this type of triangulation is applied when the
data are gathered in different moments to prove if the results are consistent. The researchers
also used methodological triangulation. Denzin (1970) claimed that research is enhanced
when it is necessary different sources or instruments and data collection techniques are used.
Finally, the researchers used theoretical triangulations because integrating several theoretical
perspectives help to obtain a deeper understanding of data (Denzin, 1970).
The researchers used quantitative data analysis in order to analyze the survey which was
the first instrument applied to learners at ASE foundation. According to Burns (2010),
quantitative data analysis means presenting the data in a numerical form. Therefore, the
researchers used an ordinal scale because, as Burns (2010) mentioned, it presents the data in
an order from the highest to the lowest. In this case, this scale was appropriate since the
survey was ranked. (See figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2. Sample of the survey
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Concretely, the researchers analyzed the survey through descriptive statistics. Burns
(2010) maintained that it offers a way of summarizing the information in a neat and tidy form.
She also suggested that descriptive statistics include two main ways to measure the data:
central tendency and dispersion. For this study, the most appropriate measure was central
tendency because Burns (2010) explained that it shows where the set of data collects around a
central point. In order to identify central tendency, there are three ways (mean, median and
mode) of showing different kinds of average in order to get the numerical data more
concisely. The researchers used median because, according to Burns (2010), median “is what
comes in as the middle point in a set of numbers arranged from the smallest to the largest”
(p.124). This means it shows the central point in a range of scores.

MEDIAN

(See figure 4.3).

A. 1,1,3 =1
B. 1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3,3,3=2
C. 1, 2,2,2,2,3 = 2
D. 1,1,1,1,2,3=1
E. 1,1,1,1,2,2,2,2,3= 2
F.1,1,2,2,3,3,3,3,3,3,3=3

Figure 4.3. Sample of the central tendency analysis (median)
In order to analyze the results of the survey, the researchers decided to use standard
deviation because, according to Burns (2010), it allows to identify how scores are spread out.
In order to do this type of analysis, it is necessary to apply a set of steps suggested by Brown
and Brown and Rodgers (as cited by Burns 2010). They range from finding the mean for the
total score to finding the square root of the total.
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According to the results in the survey, the researchers created table 4.2, where the subcategories of cooperative work are presented in a descending order from the highest to the
lowest level. It also showed the mean and standard deviation of each sub-category. For other
categories. (See appendix F).
Table 4.2
Result of descriptive statistics in the Survey

Sub-category

Mean

SD

Improving communicative
skills

2.45

1.83

Learners’ relationships

2.2

1.67

Learners’ integration

1.6

1.42

2

1

learning

1.5

1.32

Stress and anxiety level in
the project

1.6

1.16

Learners’ roles
Comfortable
space

Note: SD (Standard Deviation)
To analyze the qualitative data gathered from the stimulated recalls, student diaries and
reflective journals, the researchers applied thematic analysis. According to Boyatzis (1998),
“thematic analysis is a process for encoding qualitative information through a list of themes or
a complex model that relates themes” (p.4). In addition, Boyatzis (1998) suggested that the
themes may be generated inductively from pure information or generated deductively from
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theory and prior research. In order to do thematic analysis, the researchers used seven stages
proposed by Norton (2009). (See figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4. Seven stages to do thematic analysis Norton (2009)
The first stage is immersion, where the researchers read the data and note general themes.
The second stage is generating codes, which requires a closer reading of each transcript in
order to generate as many codes as possible. The researchers wrote down labels to describe
codes successfully. The third stage is deleting codes. Here, the researchers got rid of codes
that only had one or two examples or codes that overlapped with other codes. Then, the
researches reread the codes in order to find commonalities. The fourth stage is merging
codes, where the researchers looked again at the codes and tried to combine as many of them
as possible in order to create themes. In this stage, after considering common similarities, the
researchers established a group of themes. The fifth stage is checking themes. Here the
researchers reread the transcripts and the list of themes and revised them. The sixth stage is
linking themes and the researchers made notes of any relation or links that they noticed. In
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this process, the researchers kept in mind the research aim and looked for patterns that made
sense. The last stage is presenting the findings, where the researchers selected the most
important themes and showed the relation between themes and different results. In this case,
the researchers showed the most frequent and relevant findings found in the qualitative
instruments. (See table 4.3).
Table 4.3
Thematic analysis of this research following Norton (2009) proposal

Stage
Instrument
s
Immersion

Stimulated recall.

Improvement
vocabulary.

Student diary.

of Cooperation.

Improvement
Promoting
team work.
responsibility and
Sharing ideas.
confidence.
Creativity,
innovation.
Reinforcement
topics.
Effort.
Own initiative.

Reflective journal.

Respect
learners.

Creativity.
of Integration
Sharing
experiences
anecdotes.

goals,
and

between

of Promoting
confidence.

Respect
and
responsibility.
Interest.

Comfortable
environment in the
classroom.
Participation.

Generating
categories

Improvement of linguistic skills.
Developing learners’ responsibility confidence and respect.
Promoting learners creativity and innovation.
Reinforcement learners’ knowledge.
Sharing ideas, goals, experiences and anecdotes.

Deleting categories

Improvement of linguistic skills.
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Developing learners’ responsibility confidence and respect.
Promoting learners creativity and innovation.
Reinforcement learners’ knowledge.
Merging categories
Checking themes

Comfortable environment in the classroom,
participation and interest of the students.

increase

Improvement of linguistic skills.
Developing learners’ responsibility confidence and respect.
Promoting learners creativity and innovation.
Reinforcement learners’ knowledge.

Linking themes

Comfortable environment in the classroom,
participation and interest of the students.

increase

Improvement of linguistic skills.
Developing learners’ responsibility confidence and respect.
Promoting learners creativity and innovation.
Reinforcement learners’ knowledge.
Presenting finding

Take into account the process done through Norton’s (2009)
stages to make thematic analysis to the qualitative instruments
of this research, the researchers used the themes that emerged
by the instruments in order to support the discourse that was
presented in the analysis.

Finding and results
It is important to highlight that the categories and sub-categories emerged from the
literature review taking into account the research question at hand and the special
circumstances of the context under investigation. These categories and sub-categories were
used in the instruments in order to identify which of them were the most significant. As a
result of this data triangulation, the researchers were able to identify trends and patterns in the
data, which are discussed in the specific analysis. The following table 4.4 shows the
categories and sub-categories as understood and used by the researchers.
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Table 4.4
Categories and Sub-categories emerge from literature review

Categories

Sub-categories

Cooperative work

Meaningful
Learning

Stress and anxiety level Relationship topic
in the project
with learners’ daily
life.
Learners’ relationships Learners’ previous
knowledge.
Learners’ roles
Group experiences
help learning process.
Comfortable learning Learners’ purpose and
space
activities goals.
Learners’ integration
Leaners’ active role

Learnercenteredness
Teachers’ guide
Learners’ active role.
Sharing ideas.
Learners’ initiative.
Learners’ interest and
needs.

Improving
communicative skills

After applying the three instruments of this study (survey, stimulated recall, student
diary and reflective journal), the researchers organized the gathered information in order to
identify the most relevant sub-categories in each category. This identification helped focused
on themes of interest for the study at hand.
Surveys
L10: “El trabajo en grupo es más fácil y practico. Al compartir ideas
mejore mis habilidades comunicativas”.
L11:“El proyecto consistía en relacionar los temas con la vida cotidiana
por lo cual mejoraron mis habilidades en inglés y hubo una buena relación
con mis compañeros”.

Excerpt 1. Learners’ written comments taken in March, 2012.
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The survey was applied after the first project was carried out. It helped recognize the
learners’ different perspectives on working with project-based teaching. The following graphs
show how the learners’ answers unfolded in terms of cooperative work, meaningful learning,
and learner-centeredness.

Graph 4.1. Survey results about cooperative work.

Graph 4.2. Survey results about meaningful learning.
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Graph 4.3. Survey results about learner centeredness.
According to the percentages in graph (1.1), it is possible to observe that the highest
sub-categories in cooperative work were improvement of communicative skills in English,
positive relationship between learners, and integration during the projects. In contrast, the
less relevant subcategory was stress/anxiety reduction. For its part, the graph about
meaningful learning suggested that the most relevant sub-categories were the relation of
topics to learners’ daily life, learners' role in activity development and learners’ group
experience as an aid in learning process. On the contrary, the less relevant sub-category was
activating learners’ previous knowledge. Finally, in regards to learner centeredness, graph
(1.3) showed that the most important sub-categories for the learners were teacher’s guide,
learners’ active role and idea sharing with their classmates. In this case, the less important
sub-categories were learners’ initiative and project development.
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Stimulated recall

L07: “Recreando aprendemos porque conocemos nuevo vocabulario y
salimos de lo convencional y aburrido de una clase”
L09: “Pues es bueno de vez en cuando compartir ideas con mis compañeros
y tener iniciativa”

Excerpt 2. Learners’ written comments taken in April, 2012.
Stimulated recall was applied in April after the second project had been done in class. This
instrument helped the researchers understand how the learners interpreted their own work
according to a set of pictures. From their answers, the researchers were able to determine
some significant topics in the data. The following table shows the learners’ answer.
Table 4.5
Stimulated Recall (project 2)

The previous table shows that learners’ positive relationship, learners’ function in the
group and learners integration to do the project were relevant subcategories in cooperative
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work. On the other hand, stress/anxiety reduction was unimportant with an 8 percent. In terms
of meaningful learning, the most relevant subcategories were the relation of topics to learners’
daily life, learners’ previous knowledge and learners’ active role. In contrast, the less common
sub-category were learners’ role in activity development and learners’ group experience as an
aid in learning process. Finally, in regards to learner centeredness, the learners answered that
sharing ideas, learners’ active role and learners’ initiative were the most important subcategories. However, there were two sub-categories that appeared to be not that relevant for
the learners: teacher’s guide and learners’ interest and needs.
Students’ diary
L13: “Como estudiante me gusta la iniciativa de mis compañeros cuando
estamos en grupo porque lo tratamos de hacer lo más divertido que
podemos para que sea un espacio interesante".
L01: “Relacioné el tema del proyecto con la vida real al tratar temas sobre
mi país. Jugué un papel importante al trabajar en equipo y tomar
decisiones”.

Excerpt 3. Learners’ written comments taken in May, 2012.
Students’ diaries were applied in May after the third project of the instructional design.
They were gathered at this particular point of the study because the researchers wanted to
know how learners had perceived the whole experience of learning through project-based
teaching.
Table 4.6
Student diary (project 3)
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According to the results, it is possible to observe that the highest sub-categories in
cooperative work were comfortable learning space, improvement communicative skills,
learners’ integration in the project and learners’ function in the group. In this category, the
less common percentage was given to positive relationships between learners. For its part, in
terms of meaningful learning, the researchers observed that the most significant subcategories were the relation of topics to learners’ daily life, learners’ previous knowledge and
learners’ purposes and activities goals. On the contrary, the less relevant sub-category was
learners’ previous knowledge. Finally, in regards to learner centeredness, the most notable
sub-categories were sharing ideas with classmates, teacher’s guide, learners’ active role and
learners’ initiative to develop the project. In this case, learners’ interests and needs was the
less prominent sub-category.
As a result of the findings previously presented, the researchers managed to establish
the most significant three or four sub-categories found in the instruments in each category.
The objective of analyzing the data gathered through the instruments was to find patterns,
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themes and trends. In that sense, the researchers analyzed each instrument in a rigorous way,
in order to notice if the categories and sub-categories that had emerged needed to be adjusted
or changed. The researchers analyzed each instrument per category separately and then each
category in all instruments. This was done in order to present the results that emerged from
each instrument. As a result, the researchers created a table where they put the all results per
instruments, categories and sub- categories. (See table 4.7).

Table 4.7
Specific and multiple analysis of instruments and categories
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Categories

Survey

Improvement
of
communicative skills.

Stimulated

Students’

Reflective

recall.

diaries.

journal.

Learners’ positive
relationships.

Comfortable
learning space

Comfortable
learning space.

Improvement of
communicative
skills.

Cooperative
work

Learners’
positive
relationships.

Learners’
function in
group.

Learners’ integration
in the project.

Learners’
integration in the
project.

the

Learners’
integration in the
project.

Learners’ positive
relationships.

Learner’s
function in
group.

Learner’
integration in the
project

the
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Learners’ active role.

The relation of
topics to learners’
daily life.

The relation of
topics to learners’
daily life.

The relation of
topics to learners’
daily life.

The relation of topics
to learners’ daily life.

Learners’
previous
knowledge

Group
experiences help
learning process.

Learners’
previous
knowledge.

Learner’s
role.

Meaningful

active

learning

Group experiences as
an aid in learning
process.

Learners’
role.

active

Learner’s
purposes
and
activities goals.

Learner’s
purposes
and
activities goals.
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Learners’ interest
and needs.

Teachers’ guide

Sharing ideas

Sharing ideas

Learner’s active role.

Learners’
role.

Teachers’ guide

Learners`
initiative.

Sharing ideas

Learners’
initiative

Learner’s
role.

Learners’
role.

Learnercenteredness.
active

active

Learners initiative

active
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Specific analysis. From the analysis, it was possible to observe in the survey that the
learners expressed that project work permitted them to have an active role in the
development of the activities. Additionally, the learners assumed that through the projects
they could improve their communicative skills. Moreover, the learners perceived that they
could relate the topics to their daily life. In terms of the development of the project, the
learners evidenced that it increased the relationship and integration among learners and at
the same time, they shared ideas and experiences. Finally, the teachers appeared to be seen
as guides or facilitator for the learners.
On the other hand, the stimulated recalls indicated that the learners integrated and had a
positive relationship among them. Apparently, the learners could relate the different topics
to their daily life, which helped them activate their previous knowledge. In addition, the
learners perceived that they had an active role and were able to work collectively in order to
develop projects. Finally, the learners seemed to take the initiative in the activities.
In the student diary, the learners stated that the projects generated a comfortable learning
space, where they could improve their communicative skills. In addition, they maintained
that they had an active role in the project. The learners also indicated that they worked
collectively and had the opportunity to share ideas and experiences. They also commented
that project goals were connected to their own purposes and real life needs.
To conclude the specific analysis, the researchers could observe in the reflective journal
that in the development of the projects the learners had positive relationship
and integration in a comfortable learning space. Additionally, the researchers could notice
that the learners used previous knowledge and related the projects to their real life.
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Apparently, the learners had initiative and their purpose, needs and interest seemed to be
connected to the goals of the project.
After the researchers did the specific analysis, they did multiple analysis in order to
identify patterns which are the repeating codes in most of the instruments. Moreover, the
researchers managed to recognize trends, defined as the constant changes of the categories
through the instruments applied.
Multiple analysis. When analyzing the category cooperative work among instruments,
it was notable that there were patterns like the integration of the learners in the project
because it was repeated in all instruments. Another pattern that emerged was the positive
relationships of the learners. In terms of trends, it was possible to observe some
improvement in the communicative skills, which was more noticeable in the survey and
student diaries. Another trend that appeared in the matrix was the existence of a
comfortable learning space. This trend was prominent in student diaries and reflective
journals.
As for meaningful learning, the most evident pattern in all instruments was the
relationship between the topic and learners’ daily life. Another pattern found in the three
instruments (survey, stimulated recall and students diaries) was learners’ active role. In
terms of trends, it was notable that group experiences helped learning process increased.
This trend emerged in surveys and student diaries. Moreover, the relevance of activating
learners’ previous knowledge was salient in stimulated recalls and reflective journals.
Finally, in terms of the learner-centeredness, the researchers observed that learner’s
active role was repeated in all the instruments. Two other patterns also appeared: sharing
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ideas and learners’ initiative. Additionally, teachers’ guide appeared to be a trend in
surveys and student diaries.
Discussion
After applying and analyzing all the instruments, it was necessary to interpret them in
order to give a pertinent answer to the research question: How does project work impact
beginner learners’ learning when working with project work in their English classes at ASE
Foundation? Consequently, the researchers referred to the theoretical framework about
project work in order to support results.
According to the results of the survey and student diaries, the researchers noted that in
terms of cooperative work, most of learners expressed that through the elaboration and
presentation of the projects they improved their communicative skills. However, it is
necessary to clarify that they tended to understand communicative skills as synonyms of
linguistic skills. In other words, they focused on improving writing, speaking, reading and
listening during the development of projects. According to Johnson, Johnson and Holubec
(as cited in Richards and Rodgers, 2001) and McGroarty (as cited in Richards and Rodgers,
2001), cooperative learning classrooms offer ESL/ EFL learners the possibility to use the
language in ways that support cognitive development and increase language skills.
In surveys, stimulated recalls and reflective journals, it was evident that there was a
positive relationship among learners. According to Tuan (2010), the success of the
group depends on the contributions of each member. This finding can be explained
because during the development of the projects the learners had to talk, organize, plan the
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project to present and the good relationship made that the projects were successful. This
good relationship even gave rise to friendships some learners commented.
Also, it is worth noting learners’ independence and autonomy. According to Thamraksa
(2003), the learners do not need to depend on their teachers all the time, waiting for
instructions, words of approval, correction, advice, or praise. In this regard, surveys and
student diaries suggested that most learners took decisions with the teachers’ guide. In other
words, the teachers were just a guide or facilitator. In that sense, the instruments showed
that learner had an active role during the project. According to Johnson, Johnson and
Holubec (as cited in Richards and Rodgers, 2001) and McGroarty (as cited in Richards and
Rodgers, 2001), the learners’ role is important in the implementation of the projects, since
their involvement in the learning process play a significant part.
Based on the results from the four instruments, it seems project work favors learners’
integration because, as Richards and Rodgers (2001) explained, project work is an approach
to teaching that consists of the use of cooperation in activities through pairs and small
groups. In other words, all members in the group have to contribute or cooperate in the
activities, which maximize the integration of groups in order to present the projects.
According to the results of the student diaries and the reflective journal, the learners
perceived a comfortable learning space. During the presentation of the projects, the
learners tried to create a good atmosphere. Johnson, Johnson and Holubec (as cited in
Richards and Rodgers, 2001) and McGroarty (as cited in Richards and Rodgers, 2001)
suggested that “project work enhances learner motivation and stress/anxiety reduction,
which enhances the creation of a positive affective classroom climate” (p. 193).
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On the other hand, as for meaningful learning category, it was notable that in the four
instruments, the learners and the researchers perceived that the relationship of the topic
with the learners’ daily life was important. This seems to confirm what Jonassen, et al. (as
cited in Dale, 2008, p. 128) suggested using real situations and tasks encourages learners’
knowledge.
Another interesting finding was the presence of learners’ initiative. This could be so
because, as mentioned before, the teachers are facilitators, who allow the learners make
decisions (Thamraksa, 2003, p.2). This finding is bases on the fact that the learners had to
make decisions about the planning, elaboration and presentation of their projects.
Similarly, in surveys, stimulated recalls and student diaries, the learners commented that
they shared ideas with their classmates. Jones (2007) stated that in project work learners do
not ignore each other, but they communicate with each other valuing each other’s
contributions.
Although the researchers did not consider creativity in the development of the projects
as a sub-category of project work, the learners mentioned that the projects proposed by the
researchers, created a preference for presenting the best project. They put their creativity in
order to imagine and innovate, with the purpose of creating a different project. Fried-Booth
(2002) claimed project work creates an opportunity to reflect the different talents and
creativity.
After analyzing and identifying the results and comments gathered from the instruments,
it seems project work highlighted in them values and qualities such as responsibility,
respect, solidarity, self-confidence and confidence for other learners. These aspects were
not considered by the researches since the different authors of project work do not mention
these topics as part of the methodology.
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Recognizing other similar studies, the researchers compared the results in order to note
similarities or differences among studies. In that sense, according to Torres’ (2008), project
work is based on learners taking into account their socio-cultural, cognitive, competences,
real life aspects. These aspects were also considered for the researchers during the
development of this study. Therefore, the learners mentioned that they had an active role.
In addition, according to Toro (2007), it was possible to conclude that this kind of
methodology is a good opportunity to motivate learners to use the language in a successful
way since the attitudes that learners reported during project work were positive. They
enjoyed the project work because it took into account their interest. In that sense, the
researchers found that project work tended to develop learners’ sociolinguistic competence,
which involves developing sociocultural skills. According to Caceres and Unigarro (2007),
the learners work together as a team to create a final product. To do so, the learners had to
respect their classmates’ opinions, contribute with ideas and take advantage of other’s
knowledge. In this study it was notable that the learners learnt in a cooperative in order to
make decisions. This result was also present in the positive relationship among them, the
integration to do the projects and the opportunity to share ideas.
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Chapter Five: Conclusions and Suggestions

In this chapter, the researchers present how the findings of this study can contribute to
the educational context, answer to the research question, and objectives. Additionally, in
this chapter, the researchers write conclusions about the work done during this research
project. Finally, the researchers propose some recommendations that future researchers and
teachers could take into account when they implement project work in their English classes.
Pedagogical Implications
According to the results obtained, the researchers could identify that project work seems
to help learners to improve their communicative competence in terms of improving
learners’ interactions and performance in the classroom. It can also engage the creativity
and ability to express their thoughts and proposals. Additionally, according to the results,
the researchers could evidence that project work allows learners to communicate in a
comfortable learning space.
Furthermore, the researchers found that project work appears to promote learners’
interests and motivation through the use of real situations. In terms of socio-cultural
aspects, the researchers can conclude that project work is way to highlight values and
qualities such as responsibility, respect and self-confidence, solidarity according to the
comments expressed by the learners.
Based on all the positive factors that project work promote, it seems feasible to change
current traditional schemes based on contents, grammatical structures and repetition.
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This change is possible because projects have the potential of impacting the structure and
the dynamics in the classroom.
Research conclusions
Based on the research question How does project work impact the English learning
process of beginner learners at “Fundación Alianza Social Educativa” (ASE)?, the
researchers reach the following conclusion. In terms of learning, beginner learners seemed
to have been impacted positively in two main forms. On the one hand, results indicate that
thanks to the development of the projects the learners are capable of relating class contents
to their daily life by sharing ideas and constructing collective products. On the other hand,
project work gives learners the opportunity to be the center of their own learning process,
which promotes autonomy.
Furthermore, during the implementation of the projects, the researchers evidenced that
projects promote cooperative work, meaningful learning and learner centeredness on the
English learning process of beginner learners at “Fundación Alianza Social Educativa”
(ASE).

In terms of cooperation, project work enhances the development of learners’

solidarity, respect, and teamwork in the development of the projects. In regards to
meaningful learning, projects allow learners to share experiences from their daily lives and
resort to relevant previous knowledge. As of learner centeredness, project work allows
learners to express their ideas, respecting other classmates’ contributions and participation
in the projects. Also, it is worth noting that not only do projects allow improving language
learning, but also they allow developing personal learning since learners have opportunities
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to think about and put into practice values and qualities such as accountability, respect and
self-assurance.
Finally, research suggests that EFL teachers should implement project work in their
English classes since it is a learning strategy aimed at dealing with social themes and
enhancing learners’ sociolinguistic abilities. In addition, research indicates that project
work favors the creation of learning communities since learners participate as active
members in a safe environment. This participation, ultimately, allows them to share ideas,
experiences and knowledge, which promote learning and social relationships.
Recommendations and future research
When implementing project work, it seems important that future teachers take into
account that projects are a useful alternative for the teaching English as a foreign language,
where cooperative work, meaningful learning and learner centeredness emerge through
tasks based on real life issues or situations. Additionally, teachers have to consider that
successful of project work depends on teachers’ effort to create interesting, motivating, and
innovating proposals that engage learners’ needs, interest and wants.
On the other hand, the researchers recommend organizing groups, topics, and activities
in a systematic and careful way in order to avoid unnecessary time consumption. Besides,
it is recommendable to give to the group specific time to present and explain the different
projects. Finally, at the moment of implementing project work, it is necessary to explain
objectives, procedures and outcomes effectively in order for learners to know the skills, the
strategies and the process they need to develop and/or activate.
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In terms of methodology, the researchers suggest using student diaries not just as a
research instrument, but as a learning tool. Diaries can be appropriate reflective strategies
because they provide enough information about what learners do, feel, and think about and
during projects.
In order to continue implementing the proposals that emerged from this study about
project work, the researchers will donate the instructional design to Alianza Social
Educativa foundation (ASE) so its administrative staff can resort to it a concrete source of
techniques and materials. The researchers will also ask the practicum coordination from the
B.Ed in Spanish, English and French to develop subsequent studies that continue
researching about the use of projects. The donation of the instructional design and the
continuation of research on project work can help future students and teachers achieve
positive results in the English learning process.
Another recommendation for future researchers is to consider values and personal
qualities as relevant topics and issues to be discussed and activated in classes. These issues
should be the main categories of future studies carried out at ASE. Because of time
constrains, they were not taken into account in this study, but they appeared to play an
important role when working with projects. Finally, the researchers suggest creating
rubrics and different learning instruments related to the project’ aims in order to guide and
assess the learners’ process in each stage of the project.
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Appendix: A Instructional design
1. A VERY IMPORTANT PERSON
This project involved learners introducing a person in a correct way using common
expressions, professions, nationalities and the verb to be. The project considered learners’
opinions and real life contexts.
LEVEL

Beginners (Basic I)

AGE RANGE

12 – 16 years

TIME

2 hours over 2 weeks

GENERAL AIMS

 To introduce a very important person in a role-play situation:
interviews, reportage, news…
 To promote cooperative work to introduce a person.
 To develop meaningful learning.
 To encourage communicative competence in real life situations.

LANGUAGE
AIMS
RESOURCES






To use the language of introductions, using polite language.
To use the verb to be to express personal information.
To develop and extend speaking.
Newspapers and magazines, books, dictionaries, computer and
internet (optional).

 For the stage, scissors, glue, papers, markers, cardboard, adhesive
tape.
TEACHER
PREPARATION

1. Make an introduction to the topic.
2. Give guidelines for the project to learners.
3. Give some examples of questions and answers in order to
introduce people.

STUDENT
PREPARATION

Learners bring enough material for the presentation about a very
important person for them.

PROCEDURE

1. The researchers introduce the topics.
2. The researchers put learners in groups of three.
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3. The researchers stimulate learners with real examples.
4. Learners organize the information that they brought.
5. Learners arrange their stage for the role-play.
6. Learners do the role-play for the rest of the class.
7. The researchers and learners suggest some corrections based on
what is seen in the role-play.
Adapted from Fried-Booth (2002)
2. A FAMILY SCHEDULE
This project encouraged learners to work with their family and their every day routines
using frequency adverbs in present simple tense. Above all, this activity intended to
stimulate active learning.
LEVEL

Beginners (Basic I)

AGE RANGE

12 - 16 years

TIME

2 hours over 2 weeks

GENERAL AIMS  To develop creativity by elaborating a schedule about
familiar habits.
 To promote meaningful learning when talking about the
family.
 To make a family schedule.
 To work collaboratively with classmates.

LANGUAGE
AIMS

 To communicate learners’ routines in a specific situation.
 To use vocabulary about habits in a real environment.
 To express daily and monthly routines using frequency
adverbs.
 To practice present simple.
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RESOURCES

Newspapers and magazines, photos, images, dictionaries,
computer and internet (optional), calendar, scissors, glue,
markers, clothes.

TEACHER
PREPARATION

1. Make an introduction about the topic.
2. Give guidelines of the project to learners.
3. Present learners with photographs of one’s family in order to
talk about each member and different routines.
4. Bring cardboard or paper.

STUDENT
PREPARATION

Learners collect information about their family routines. They
bring in photographs related to the topic.

PROCEDURE

1. The researchers introduce the topic.
2. The researchers put learners in groups of four.
3. Each group chooses a month of the year.
4. Learners organize the information that they brought and create
a family schedule.
5. Learners present their routine schedule, each learner must
present it.
6. The researchers and learners suggest some corrections seen in
each routine schedule and the presentations.

Adapted from Fried-Booth (2002)
3. KNOWING COLOMBIA.
This project used most of the topics learned in class. In the project, learners produced a
guide involving socio-cultural aspects of a Colombian city or town.
LEVEL

Beginners (Basic I)

AGE RANGE

12 - 16 years

TIME

2 hours over 2 weeks
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GENERAL AIMS

LANGUAGE
AIMS

RESOURCES

 To produce a short brochure with socio-cultural information
including relevant places, transportation, weather, typical
clothes and food.
 To promote interest in research.
 To encourage the learners’ active role.
 To involve all topics worked in class in order to express
different characteristics and basic information about a place.
 To use prepositions of place in an appropriate way.
 Describe the places of the city.
 To learn vocabulary of places in a city.
Newspapers and magazines, photos, images, dictionaries,
computer and internet (optional), books, scissors, glue, markers,
brochures.

TEACHER
PREPARATION

1. Give guidelines of the project to learners.

STUDENT
PREPARATION

Learners collect information, familiarize with the city / town in
their free time and bring the material for the creation of the
brochure.

PROCEDURE

1. The researchers put learners in pairs.

2. Show learners some videos about different Colombian cities.

2. Each pair chooses a Colombian city or town.
3. Learners organize the information that they brought and create
a brochure with general aspects about the city.
4. Learners present their brochure in class.
5. The researchers and learners suggest some corrections.
Adapted from Fried-Booth (2002)
BASIC II
1. FOOD FESTIVAL
This project motivated learners to prepare and illustrate their favorite recipe, using
countable and uncountable nouns.
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LEVEL

Beginners (Basic II)

AGE RANGE

12 - 16 years

TIME

2 hours over 2 weeks

GENERAL AIMS






LANGUAGE
AIMS

To promote active participation in the project development.
To prepare the class for a food festival.
To work in groups for developing the project.
To encourage learners through a dynamic activity to use
countable and uncountable nouns as well as quantifiers.
 To practice writing when doing a recipe.
 To extend vocabulary about food and tools for cooking.
 To use verbs related to the process of cooking.

RESOURCES

Images, dictionaries, computer and internet (optional), food
(optional), scissors, glue, markers, chef clothes (optional)
cooking tools (optional)

TEACHER
PREPARATION

1. Introduce the topic.
2. Give guidelines for the project to learners.
3. Create some cards with vocabulary used in recipes such as
prepare, cook, taste, add, boil mix, put, etc..
4. Motivate learners to search for a recipe of their favorite food
and the steps for preparing it.

STUDENT
PREPARATION

Learners collect information and bring materials, food (optional)
or pictures indicating the process of the preparation of the dish.

PROCEDURE

1. The researchers introduce the topic.
2. The researchers put learners in groups of four.
3. Each group chooses a recipe.
4. Learners organize the information that they brought and show
the ingredients and the process to prepare the food.
5. Learners present their recipe to the rest of the class.
6. The researchers and learners suggest some corrections
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observed in the presentation.
Adapted from Fried-Booth (2002)
2. NEWSLETTER “OUR MEMORIES”
This project increased learners’ creativity in writing skills and gave an opportunity to
write a newsletter with their own memories.
LEVEL

Beginners (Basic II)

AGE RANGE

12 - 16 years

TIME

2 hours over 2 weeks

GENERAL AIMS

 To write newsletter based on memories from events of
learners’ life.
 To link topics with learners’ meaningful past events.
 To take into account learners’ interests.
 To develop writing when creating a newsletter.
 To use past simple tense.
 To identify regular and irregular verbs.
 To recognize time expressions about past simple tense.
Magazines, newspapers images, dictionaries, computer and
internet (optional), scissors, glue, markers and paper.

LANGUAGE
AIMS
RESOURCES
TEACHER
PREPARATION

1. Introduce the topic.
2. Give guidelines for the project to learners.
3. Give learners an English language newsletter in order to guide
them through the process.
4. Provide learners paper to do the newsletter.

STUDENT
PREPARATION

Learners bring newsletters in their language and bring
information about past events from their life.

PROCEDURE

1. The researchers introduce the topics.
2. The researchers organize learners in pairs.
3. Each group chooses their most relevant issues from their own
lives.
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4. Learners elaborate the newsletter based on chosen topics.
5. Learners present their newsletter to the rest of the course.
6. The researchers and learners suggest some corrections
observed in the newsletter and its explanation.
Adapted from Fried-Booth (2002)
3. ELECTORAL DAY IN MY SCHOOL
This project used all topics worked in class, in order to create a discussion about election
of the learners’ representative.
LEVEL

Beginners (Basic II)

AGE RANGE

12 - 16 years

TIME

2 hours over 2 weeks

GENERAL AIMS

RESOURCES

 Learners will be able to express and support their ideas in
order to win a competition.
 To build positive relationship among learners.
 To encourage meaningful learning.
 To develop speaking when defending and presenting a
candidate’s idea.
 To promote the learners’ development of ideas.
 To use topics seen in class.
Pictures, cardboard, box, flyers scissors, glue, markers and paper.

TEACHER

1. Help learners to elaborate discourse and ideas.

PREPARATION

2. Give guidelines of the project to learners.

STUDENT

Learners prepare the discourse for a discussion and organize the
classroom. Also, learners elaborate flyers and posters with the
proposals.

LANGUAGE
AIMS

PREPARATION
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PROCEDURE

1. The researchers guide the electoral process and give the rules
for a debate.
2. Learners organize the classroom.
3. Learners express their proposals and the rest of the course pays
attention to ask questions.
4. Learners vote in order to choose the best candidate with the
best ideas.
5. The researchers and learners suggest some corrections.

Adapted from Fried-Booth (2002)

Appendix B: Sample of reflective journal
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Appendix C: Sample of Student Diary
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Appendix D: Survey
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Appendix E: Sample Stimulated recall
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Appendix F: Result of the survey responses based on meaningful learning and
learner- centeredness.

MEANINGFUL LEARNING
Number of learners

Subcategory

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A. Relationship
topic with
3 1 2 2 3 2 3
1
learners’ daily
life.
B. learners’
previous
2
2 2 3
knowledge.
C. Group
experiences
1
1
2 1 1
2 2
help learning
process.
D. Learner’s
purpose and
1
3
1
activities
goals.
E. Learner’s
active role.
2 3 3 3 1 3
1
3

MEDIAN

A. 1,1,1,2,2,2,2,2,3,3,3 =2
B. 1,2,2,3,3=2
C. 1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,2,2,3,3 = 2
D. 1,1,2,2,3,3=2
E. 1,1,1,1,2,3,3,3,3,3,3,3 = 3

11

12

13

2

1

2

14

15

Learners
who
chose
subcateg
ory
11

1

5

3 2

3

3

3

2

1 1

1

2

11

6

3

12
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Sub-category
Learner’s active role.

Relationship topic with
learners’ daily life.
Group experiences help
learning process
Learner’s purpose and
activities goals.

SD

2.25

2.2

2

1.73

1.7

1.75

2

1.41

2

Learners’ previous
knowledge.

1

LEARNER CENTEREDNESS
Number of learners

Subcategory

A. Teacher’s
guide.
B. Learner’s
active role.

Mean

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14

3 3 1

1

3 1

3

1 1

1

15

Learners
who
chose
subcateg
ory

1
11

2

2 2

3 2 1

3

2

3 3

10

C. Sharing ideas.
D. Learner’s
initiative.
E. Learners’
interest and
needs.

1 2

3 2

1

1
3

1 3 2 3
2

1 3 2 1

MEDIAN A. 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,3,3,3,3=1
B. 1,2,2,2,2,2,3,3,3,3=2
C. 1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3,3,3= 2
D. 1,1,1,2,2,2,3=2
E. 1,1,2,2,2,3,3 = 2

3

2

2
3

2 2

2

1

10
7
7
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Sub-category
Teacher’s guide

Mean
1.7

SD
2.5

Learner’s active role

2.3
1.4

Sharing ideas.

2.2

Learner’s initiative.

1.7

1.6
1.3
Learners’ interest and
needs.

2
1.4
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Appendix G: Photographs
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